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AN ANALYSIS OF THE LIVES
OF THE POOR IN AMERICA
WILL
SHOW DIFFERENCES BEtWEEN THE
IMMIGRANT
(AND
REFU5EE)
POOR
AND
THE RESIDUAL POOR (NEGROES,
PUERTO RICANS, LATIN AMERICANS,
INDIANS, AND OTHERS). THE
IMMIGRANT POOR WERE ACCULTURATED
AND ABSORBED INTO THE
MAINSTREAM OF AMERICAN LIFE
WITHIN
THREE GENERATIONS, WHEREAS THE
RESIDUAL POOR HAVE BEEN
DETERRED FROM DOING SO BY
POLITICAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC
CONDITIONS. THE TWO GROUPS HAVE
EMPLOYMENT PATTERNS, ATTITUDES DIFFERENT FAMILY STRUCTURES,
TOWARD THE COMMUNITY, AND
SELF-CONCEPTS, AND RELIGION PLAYS
A DIFFERENT ROLE IN THEIR
LIVES. THEY HAVE DIFFERENT VALUES
ABOUT MONEY, CREDIT, AND
TIME, AND ALSO .REFLECT THEIR
DIFFERENCES
IN THEIR CHOICE OF
HOUSING AND CLOTHING. BECAUSE
IMMIGRANTS SOUONT MID VALUED
EVCATION, THEIR CHILDREN CAML
TO SCHOOL WITH READINESS
ABILITIES. THE RESIDUAL POOR
HAVE DEVALUED EDUCATION. THUS,
THEIR CHILDREN HAVE INADEQUATE
SCHOOL. PREPARATION. IN EACH
CASE, EDUCATION IS A SELF-FULFILLING
PROPHECY =,ONE GROUP HAS
ACHIEVED WELL WHILE THE OTHER
CONTINUES TO FAIL. THE
ALIENATION OF CERTAIN ELEMENTS
OF THE POOR CAN BE UNDERSTOOD
WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF
PARSON'S 'ACTOR -ACTED UPON*
CONCEPT- THE IMMIGRANT WAS AN *ACTOR*
AND THE RESIDUAL IS PASSIVELY
ACTED UPON. MOST OF THE
DISCUSSION IS SUMMARIZED IN CHARTS
WHICH COMPARE THE TWO GROUPS.
THIS PAPER WAS PRESENTED AT THE
SOUTHERN SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION MEETING
(APRIL 5, 1966).
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Numbers of observers have indicated that the American image of "the
poor" is a product of cultural lag rather than reality (1).

To many

Americans, the image of "the poor" gives rise to views of "penniless"
Iwiligvalas to America.

This disparity of images is a serious one,

especially in tho licrht of the fact that innig-=t;,,n to the United States
T2;.

long been at a plateau or decl;,,-7

_
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are largely members of todavic middle class, and the bulk of the current
American poor are Negroes, LatIn-..pericans, imericall Indians, Puerto-Ricans,

and others, whose status as Americans is not a new condition.

In fact,

the disparity is made even more incongruous, ?hen one considers Nathan
Glazer's observation that "the next wave of ethnic self-consciousness must
reflect

.

.

.the growing estrangement between Euronean ethnic groups and

the Negroes (2).

It may be useful, in an analysis of the two images of the poor, to
review the situational conditions of the two images of the poor, to review
the situational conditions of the immigrants (who cavie before 1930) arid

the refugee immigrants (3).

Davis' material, with sone additions, has

been incorporated into a comparisor of the arrival years and adjustment of
the irm:grants and the ATMerIcan 7e;-ro, Ey

al.thcr of this aptIz.le.

CHART I - COrPARISCN OF EARLIER INMIGRAN'I'S,
REFUGEE INHIGRANTS AHD SLAVE NEGROES

A

B

C

EARLIER MIGRANTS

REFUGEE IMMIGRANTS

(3)

3)

Came primarily for
economic reasons

Came primarily to
excape persecution

Came under duress
as slaves

Many planned to
return

Few planned to return to homeland

High proportion of
unattached males
fcrily life

High proportion of
women and young
children, family
life intact.

Plans were out
their control P.nd
they knew it. r.o
hope of return
Proportion cr
male and Samaln
irrelevant be-

intact.

SLAV' ; NEGWISS

cause family 15.fr

was destroyed.

High sense of loyalty to community
from which they
emigrated. These
ties r,-tained in

High sense of loyalty to fellow
emigres, with cemmon newspapers,
sone o.arlizations.

Organizational
and mutual aid
approaChes viewed
as insurrection.
()nit? religious
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A
social or religious
organizations,
close settlement of
immigrants from

B

and mutual aid
proprans.
Jolted
American orpanizatiori.

,Jame local.

C

services permitted
during slavery. Uas
excluded from
American organizations

Haintained immigrant organizations.
Primarily peasants
Laborers, artisans.
Few intellectuals

Haioritv had
eleil=Litary educa-

tion or less; few
college and professional graduates
Chiefly from rural
areas and small
towns
Limited horizons,
seldom traveled
beyond their region
or country. Knew
only their own one
language
Sometimes came
with means, but
always came with
personal possessions

Primarily business,
professiorial and
white collar groups,
very large group
of intellectuals

Majority had high
DVasvvi cAu^ntinn:
many had college
and graduate
degrees
Chiefly from
large cities

Cam often with-

Often coma with
high standard of
living. Worked
for low wages
only for short
period while
training or
seeking better
positions
Competed on
'nigher" occupational levels;
aroused opposition of American
business and professional groups
Aspired to equal
successful native
Americans in
achievement

=11.

Primarily concerned with making
a living

(some tr,bal
training which
was not applicable
to Western life)
Chiefly from
jungle

Rarely came with
mears, but had
clothing
etc. for retention cf personal
"self respect"

Low standard of
living. Willing
to work for low
wages or return,
as long as hope
for future
existed

tional levels,
aroused opposition of indigenous
American workers

catioa of a-ay type,

Limited horizons, seldom
traveled beyond their
region. Knew
only their own
one language

Widely distributed but often
retained contact
with one another
by mail

Competed on

skilled, unletIt was
tered.
illegal to teach
a Negro to read
and write.
No Western edu-

Cosmopolitan outlook, traveled
widely, familiar
with more than
one language

Tended to concentrate in colonies

lower occupa-

PrimP_rilv un-

out rudimentary
Few
clothing.
items of self
identity re1.4.a..16:4C

Forcibly disper3ed tr distant
plantatiors without contact of
even nuclear
family let alone
extended falily
or tribe
Low standard of
living and no
hope on the horizon for improvement

COmniztori

"lowest" occupational levels;
aroused opposition of earlier
immigrants, poor
Had few aspirations due to
circumstances.
At best, the
hope was for
safety, security
and physical
well-being which
became a style
of life.

mu...

mr,..N.111011. *.10=M..........11.41

Urr'lly sol17ht a

unehtrus4ve

Usually sought a
place 5n life
bout hizt uith-

:irn5fied pa7 ,-,_lei-

nt nnnc^rn for

)o:UeL-1 in Li.7a

his visibility or
obtrusiveness

Usually sought
to be unobtrusive, not to
call attentiel
to himself for
fear of pvnis7:ment.
often was

rearnea

see:c to maltcr

Luarncd English
rapidly and "in
eopth"

Placed little
stress on

P.lac? n great stress
cn

!.ad no c--_,ntfoi

E1:421-s-h

-cwly but didn't

o.117

and zel'lo-1 5n

depth

children-s eciu-

over

education, Waln

e-ntinn

HPAIAlly xirn

minima'

ecntribuion tD
America was
mostly in brawn,
at first

Tended to delay
naturalization.
Many remained
aliens

Strain hetween
generations relatively limated.
Children held to
parental controls,

ning, mado contributions to

371eura and was

An_rica o :i intel-

prsysntad.

lecual levels

orally from
going Inyond it
?rohihlted ganerally from
naturalization

bacsme
naturslizarl in
high propor::lon.
Cone,cious effort

Childr :n infused

with "child cantered" America-1

scene cri
democratie

uith exeepticias

enerations often
apparent

to contribute

or later fro:
'ise of civic
potentialities
Children, at
first, often deprived of con tact with parents

or parental
controls. Later,
children ccntrolled LI mother,
father often
absent, and
mother Fle.

apparent.

111
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It should al:lo be made clear that where the immigrant poor hod speciP1

resources at their disposal (nutue% aid societies, raC.road settlement

schemes, etc.) and uhero the refuue poor had sectarian case work atd reliat
programs available to th.:m, the Eefe71, on arrival, had only the slave

market as an adfustnent aid.
The immigrant poor, and tie r-f-agee poor were acculturated and

absorbed into the American econcmic scene in due course.

The Arerican

Negro, tae American IndiP.n, and others, however, hav teen held back by
political, economic and social centations and forc(a which have denied
them access to many of the facilit.es :readily offered tJ the immigrants.

These included effective education, consistent and fairly paid

employ,r.:.r.t,

opportunities for upward econo:0:.c mobility and housing relatively free fro-1
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A number of clear cut fpcts about the Negro make clear the nature of
the difference between the Negro poor and the immigrant poor.

These

Include:
1.

The Negro was torn from his culture in Africa and transferred to
slava breeding farms, where spsration of mothers, fathers and children
was effected. Family lIfe was destroyed, often purposefully, with
concomitant psycl.olog!.cal castration of the male as head of the family.

The whole southern slave system operated toward destruction
of any
"self-system" remaining among Negroes.
2.

The Hearo has: &telt longer in poverty in America and in greeter
proportions than any other ethnic grout. Though uneducated and poor;
he if% ef,n+f"-?:71-,C;;Cit w.i ut mexerial eebires seen on television
toward which hs can develop aspirati.orn bqt seldnm expectations. This
can only build up further hostility.
3.

The urban "promised land' to which the Negro has come after great
effort from a degrading life in the south has clearly brought him into
a ghetto enistence, fro., :77-;.:C%

C.-...=Ct ccl a

e,.'y of escape.

4.

The Negro feels that he is surrounded by hostile authority, in the
form of police, officialdom, welfare authorities and others, who he
believes continually enercise harassment, harshness, contemptuousness
and distrust of the Negro poor. Argon: (3d) states that "To an
oppressed, hurting people
expression of enforcement can be taken
as harassment ard quickly na rifted into an insult."
5.

The Negro poor (as in the case of Latin-American poor also) have
no cosmunity to which to relate. There are no real leaders,
as such.
Those who have escaped the ghetto are looked upon with suspicion,
and often rightly so, since they are often people with a political
or
commercial "are to grind."
The other elements in the residual pcor group (Latin.Aaericanu,
American-Indians, Puerto Ricans, et. al.) have also experienced comparable
condition.; of debilitation which has interfered with their absorption into

the fabric of American life.

Schmid and Nobbt state that " the traditional method of assimilation

process assumes that an immigrant voup will acquire, within a matter of
several years, the language, habits, customs and values of the dominant,
native born Anglo-Saxon population, and as a consequence its
members will

eventually move up in the social and economic hierarchies.

erected to be completed by the third gereration".

Assimilation is

(4) These investigators

find that neither the Negro, the American Indian, nor the Filipino have been
successful in achieving this degree of upward economic movement.

With the

Negro, very little movement has occ-rred.

Each of the aspects of stricture, process and dynamics it

worthy of

comparison, if only for the purpose of clearer conceptualisation of the
current residual p,or group.

-5MART It - THE NUCLEAR FAMILY - PATTERNS OF
THE IMMIGRANT POOR AND THE RESIDUAL POOR
D
IMMIGRANT POOR (5)

A patriarchy, but actually
a partnership, with the
mother in ciclusive control
over some family life functions. Muttal concern of
all membe , of family, one
for anot.,ar, but children
show conflict of culture
resulting i:rom immigrant
culture at home and new
world culture in school.
This results in less joint
family act.i%rities, especially in -mot
social

activity, entertainment,
etc.

Parental emphasis on
child behavior requires
strict adherence by
children to school and
community authorities.
Despite cultural difference
between parents and external sodety, parents
enforce societal norms,
particularly official
norms, whjLch are brought
to their attention.
Relatively stable
marriages held together
by internal bonds.
Moderato discipline;
appeal to reason with
children and occassional
appreciation for good
behavior was often encounteret among refugee,
and early immigrant
families,

E
RESIDUAL POOR (6)

Often a Matriarchy (in minority
groups) within as outwardly patriarchal society. Father often
"missing" or one with an "impaired
self esteem" resilting from chronic
unemployment, unieremployment, housework responsibility
when wif3 is empLoyad, (a prevalent
condition).
Difficult housing conditions lead
-M _ul,A___

to 1,0,

more numerous than in other models,
and whose "play room" is oaten the
street.
Children are directed to helping
ma:I:tar:1 the family as soon as they
can.
(motional love probably pervasive

despite greater prevalence of family
breakdown.
Early marriages* Short courtship
and more prevalent divorce rate.
Identification of children with
parents often "spotty" within families
and variance great between families.
"He (the poor) sets great store
by his family" and places great
emphasis on his aasculiary. "In
the Negro sub-culture,(even) the
mother frequently plays a strong,
masculine type of role and is prime to
ntr.211s,
phlm4ra1 corden (7)
Disciplinary tralatment of children
is inconsistent. Obedience enforoed
toward ends not understood by Child.
High standards of behavior are
required without an affectionate,baCke.7c-,=:.

oMetting

iacentive to child. Beatings without
provodation are common, all mirroring
the herdehips and frustrations of
parents (8).

Kardiner and Ovesey state that:
"The ethics of marriage in the lower-class are entirely different from
white middle-class standards.
.entered upon 'such more casually. .
more tentative and provisional and much more easily dissolved. The
basic reason for the instability of the lower-class marriage lies
lathe fact that it is generally entered as for isconotex purpose!' kY,
the fuels. (The wish to get away from an oppressive eflviitiment
is a &goon inducement for the female to seek marriage precipitously,
only tc be disillusioned shortly after).
'Love' is not_a"predominant
votive for marriage and companionship between mates is rare, !breed
marriagsslecause of pregnancy is qUite frequent:" (8)
This it quite different from the marriage and family experience of marry

immigrant funnies, whose family patterns were middle class even before
arrival in America.

The pomtion of the Negro male is also different from that of the other
immigrant mit:.e.
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"He (the lower class Nero ma:ce) fears the female much more than is
apparent for intrinsic genetic reasons and also, because his economic
opportunities are worse than the females. Hence, he is not
infrequently at the mercy of the woman. Masculinity 's closely tied
to power in every form of society. The male is much more vulnerable
to socio-economic failure." (8)
The incidence of illegitimacy and unmarried motherhood is greater in
the residual poor, often in in atmosphere which is barren of love and

affectim.

The less affection given, apparently, the more it is hungered

for by the woman.

This was not the case with the immigrant poor, where

affection was reportedly a cohesive family force.

Hay reports a typical

residual poor woman's attitule:
lot
aucuLlon and I like to feei tilts 1ni appreciated.
So I .eel that you can't get this from a lot of men, you can only
get it from one at a tine. And this has been my way of livia'
I have been 18 years old.
...with three kids to educate and raise
and you feel like if you associate with one person at a time they
might be interested in you enough, they might want to help you. .
raise your children"...(9)
141ft'

Moynihan presents a detailed picture of the fatherless Negro low
income family life in depth (10).

It is important to note that this

members of a matriarchal minority -n an officially patriarchal society
easily fall victim to the self-hatred syndrome.

Even the lack of practice

of birth control by the male can be, in part, at least, traced to a
resteltfng ad:mg* of 4mosponaihility

the future.

of :a eaness

In a sense, the male experiences a kind of vicarious family

life, often temporarily with the children of other men who are also
missing from their familiers.

This is far diftrent from tho pattt=

experienced among the immigrant poor.

Oruati makeb a telling point on the differences between the immigrant
poor and the residual poor (11).

His report indicated that the residual

poor are multi-problem families, and that unemployment or poverty is only
one of the interrelated difficulties which beset them.

Among these

problems are bad physical and emotional health, low educational aspiratii.)%

expectation and achievement, and shrinking occupational mobility. 'It io
important to note that vent immigrant poor had only one or two problems,

often lees interrelated; newly, lack of employment and problems in
adjustment to the Americsa scene.

These were soon overoome in at

expending economy which had need for the unskilled.

The multiproblem

immigrant case was rare, and in any event, the immigrant family bad access
to and rads willing use of specialized social agencies, often
end designed to meet their special needs.

created,

The residual poor, on the other

-7-

hand, with multiproblem families, have little
or no readiness to surmount
the class and ommunication barriers
between them and the available social
sew viol rn,mr.zes.

CHART III - THE EXTENDED FAMILY-PATTERNS OF
IMMIGRANT POOR AND RESIDUAL POOR

D

IMMIGMT POOR
Members of the extended
family are mutually resnormihle; AnA cmr onothe....

When older children emigrated to new land, they then
sent for their teAnt'z and

children, then their parents
and then their brothers and
sisters and their families,
(although not necessarily in
that order). On arrival in
the new land, they "doubled
up," in their housing
arrangements until new arrivals could find employment
and housing. Dependent
elderly parents often
stayed on in their children's
home, but in aay case,
mutual aid continued as did
joint family celebrations
etc. Often housing locations were not distant one
frcm, anothar.
Decause the
poor usually have more
children than the general
American family, the
potential size of the extended family is thus largars, and among the inmlpOnt poor, the cohesion
.Otthe extended family acts
as a strengthening force
and a "built in" "mutual
aid" society.

The extended family is
often disintegrated or
'ost. The cza=ma
4.iving leave little opportunity

for interfamilial contacts with

riusa,ly

vatc.AspL

r

rare holiday or family
gatherings.
Mutual aid probably occurs
of a practical nature (gifts
of good, used clothing,- etc),
but this is rare due to limited
resources of the family and
they

3wr. unmet needs.

the residual poor family

moves often, even thom0
within a local, arsiii
also cuts down ,01%

of inter-familial
Governsient

to take

over *p

members of exteeidi4'fatail
unable to
vft theiir o.

MOMS
The residual poor also
have more children, and the

size of-thwestended familn
though often unassembled
and dispersed, is lerger,
than the general American

family.

Kardiner and Ovesey report that:
"Sibling attitudes'in the lower class show that
animosity and hatred are
the rule, with complete severance of relations,
'(wthers) friondly,i,
ties are not currently, maintained,
In other cases, ties are maintained by a sense of duty, but attitudes are very hostile.
.in the
struggle to obtain a share of these scarcities (of
affection and
material necessities) the ensuring rivalry is
bitter and enormously
exaggerated"...
(8)

This 11 not the condition which was found
among the immigrant poor.

CHART IV
RELATIONSHIP TO THE COMMUNITY OF THE
IMMIGRANT POOR AND THE RESIDUAL POOR

D

E.

IMMIGRANT POOR
The immigrant parents

RESIDUAL POOR
.

A vutual suspicion often

_8_

D

r.

their immediate community, and sometimes a fear
of the larger community.
Parents were concerned to
keep themselves and their
children out of conflict
with authorities, but
immigrants rapidly gained
citizenship and took up
voting, etc., participation in the community.
There was, nevertheless, a
feeling that one could not
fight "city hall," but
when 1 mutual concern became important enough, they
did, and often won their

poor and the community and
its authorities. The cow
munity power structure
often views the residual
poor and their neighborhoods as the source of high
costs of police, fire protection, welfare, crime,
and delincluency, and recently, of wild uncontrollable senseless rioting.
Informal community attitudes include fears of
integration which may lower
+ ha tri-nAml.A. c f cthcr

community schools. Recently also, the parti-

point.

Je

4Niokaus.uy
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within the immigrant
groups, and, in time, such
leaders (and often pseudo
leaders, who accepted
support of their group but
not direction) found
places for themselves
within the power structure.
Despite claims to the contrary, considerable campaign ,effort is exerted by
political candidates to
appeal to, and serve, the
expressed interests and
needs of the established
groups of,ex-iesigrants.
when leaders of immigrant
groups "sake the grade"
and 'secure Political
positions, estrangement

betepeCthem and their
grdup.is often not as
evident as is the case with
the residual poor.
_

_

_

%Am 10WWPA AU

war on Poverty programs
has led some political
leaders to fear the conversion of poverty program participants into
political Chal:engers.
The resiciltal poor, on
the other hand, aDS fearful of cormasitT authorities. Any cottact with
them, they bel%eve, based'
on past experience "Mended
by personal perceptions,
can only lead to,trouble.
Many have concluded that
they cannot "aght city hall"
either collectively
or individually and the
usual reaction is to avoid
such contacts.,

Even-

neighborhood associations
are held suspect by many
individuals. They view
leaders of such groups with
an unt;pokca question,
"What's in it for them?"

Participation in a coonullity or neighborhood
association requires, energy
and leisure, self-respect,

and understanditee
at

oper-

procedures and
abiltiy to communicate.
These are often lacking
after an exhausting days
work (if employed), without a sense of personal
worth (if employed) and
without a knowledge of
what and how to participate,
and without necessary cosmunication skills,
Occassionally, a LatinAmerican or Negro may show
leadership, but ell too
often, such leadership is
"bought off" by "City Hall"
with a political appointment, after which estrangement develops between the leader and group.

4

t

,

r

the period of dependency was short lived.

both the client and social

worker consistently had the goal of self-sufficiency of the clLcnt before
them.

This is not the case with most public welfare
azency relationshipai

whet necessarily workers are more often investigators and record keepers
rather than rehabilitators.

Cohen has noted that most private social agencies have
concentrated
on middle-class psychoanalytic services which has further increased the

social distance between them and the residual poor.

He states that

"private social work has tended to disengage itself from the poor" (21).
Cloward and Epstein, he reports, have also arrived at the same conclusions i22.
a the residual poor, unlike their predecessors, the immigrant poor,
have lost contact with community, and lack leadership acceptable to it, in
building communication bridges with the community.

CHART V - RELATIONSHIP OF IMMIGRANT POOR AND
RESIDUAL POOR TO EMPLOYMENT

D
IMMIGRANT POOR
The employer-employee relationship was often not as personal as
in the "Protestant Ethic" pattern.
Employer and employee had greater
social distance between them.
Employee worked bard in order to
"get ahead", and in an expanding
economy, his work and growing
skill were valued by employer who
needed him. The immigrant
employee often did not stay long
with his eicloyer and instead
struck out fins himself. When
he did stay on, he participated
in labor unions he helped to
organize and which gave him
security in negotiatieg with
his employer. The lesser job
satisfaction (as compared to
"Protestant Ethic" pattern)
ems made up far in evening
school, labor union activity,
cultural activitieR, etc.
!Most immigrant': ware able

to deal with objects both motoricaLly and conceptually and thus
lowned from usual teaching
mmthods.
The immigrant poor had
communication with their
eeployers, despite frequent
language difficulties. In
an moulding economy, workers
even of little training but
with good work habits were in
&mend, and could seek improvements in conditions of wont

RESIDUAL POOR
Employment is often a tenuous,
temporary condition. Employee
relationship with employer is
most often socailly distant and
impersonal. A mutual suspicion
often exists between employer
and employee and oft= follows
stereotype that employee,
because he is poor and unskilled,
is ignorant and Inherently lazy,
Thus, employer presses for optimiss performance from employee
Employee, in turn, suspects
employer of seeking more from
him than is the employers due,
and helps to inforce employer's
self - validating predicion, re:

his laziness or Incompetence.
Employee often suspects employe
intention to lay him off, and
often "simulates" being busy en
the job, as well as "simulates"
a respect for employer he really
does not feel.
tho tow* hshi+. ^4 tua

poor are often negative, as are
the word attitudes. The residual
poor often have little realization
of the relationship between "rear
habits and attitudes and possible
avenues for upward economic mobility, for which they often have
not learned, as yet, to aspire.
Communication with employer
is limited, and need for mnskilled
workers is such that the residual
poor are the last hired and the

-/2-

D

E

unions, which they were
willing to participate

difficulties of unionization of
this group (due to mutual suspicion, etc.) and the few gaipr
possible in such efforts, unuan
organizations have, until now,
done little with this group.
Residual poor tend to have
greater physical and motoric
abilities, and seem to need to
manipulate objects physically
in order to perform adequately.(7)

in.

Riessman refers to the preference of the Tesidual poor for jobs which

promise security even at low wages tc jobs at greater wages which entail
risks.

"He does not want to become a foreman because of the economic

insecurity resulting from the loss of job seniority." (7)

This was the

opposite of the case with the immigrant poor, who sought promotion and
improvement, despite occassional risks to security (for which he often
provided in advance with some limited savings, if possible).
Flpally, automation and cybernation have not only become established
on the American scene, but are expanding.

of

the unskilled, while

These processes eliminate jobs

leaving place for the skilled. This problem the

immigrant poor did not encounter, (and perhaps, if they had encountered it,
they would probably have been able to meet it by accepting necessary
training).

The residual poor are now encountering it, and past opportuni-

ties for training to meet the problem have been relatively inadequate, in-

accessable and/or unacceptable within the framework and culture of the
residual poor (23).

CHART VI - RELATIONSHIP OF IMMIGRANT POOR
AND RESIDUAL POOR TO RELIGI(lf

D
IMMIGRANT POOR
The immigrant, like the
Protestant Ethnic model, was
religiously observant, but
his religion was less closely
related to his work responsibilities. He had an intrinsic
acceptance of religion and often
accented personal responsibility
for his actions. His religion to
a lesser extent than the Protestant
Ethic Model reinforced his family
sense of responsibility and cohesion.
The immigrant often held to his
religion as the nucleus of the
culture he brought with him.
The immigrant poor, though
poor, were quits dignified in their
church perfornence. Religion was
usually a total family matter and
involved activity by all.

E
RESIDUAL POOR
To the residual poor, religion
may be an emotional escape (espe-

cially in the case amnion wbo
are heads of their families and
over-laden with physical and emotional burdens) or it may be a
necessary but meaningless procedure
one needs to underem
church aid (in the case of 'riceChristians," who often do gather
around a growing number-of religious
missionary programs for the poor).
In any case, it is Lot deeply related to one's worldly acts or
activities.
"The deprived individual_ is each
more likely to enjoy physical Manifestations of religious emotions
such as bandclapping and singing"(7).The deprived individual will most

I
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CHART VII - CONCEPT OF SELF OF IMMIGRANT POOR
AND RESIDUAL POOR
D

E

TmmIGRANT POOR
The immigrant knew who he was.
He brought his own culture with
him and infused into it those
portions of American culture
necessary for his assimilation
into American society. His
growth as a learning person and
as parent of learning, upwardly
mobile children helped keep his
sense of self-esteem secure.
The immigrant's concept of
self was not only strengthened
by his employment, but also by
his status and acceptance in
a cohesive nuclear and extended
family.

RESIDUAL POOR
Except where religions may
provide a cultural foundation,
the residual poor individual has
only a deprived sense of self,
which makes learning, working,
relating to others, and action
(rather than being acted upon)
difficult and perhaps impossible
unless aided externally.
This is often tied in with
patterns of self-hatred, which
at times led the individual to
withdraw from contact with
others, especially with others
of the non-poor (14). This hatred
has recently been directed not
against the individual, as 4n
the past, but against:others in
society, especially those with
whom they come in contact in
society (police, retailers, landlords, etc.) and liberals, whom
the individual often views as
hypocritical (14).
Thus, the ghetto or selfassociated program has begun to
take on the flavor of accommodation and submission, and is thus,
to an extent, degrading. Selfimprovement is now beginning to
be linked with "Uncle- Tom -ism ",

and is to be avoided (14).
Silverman states that:

"Self-hatred is manifested in the use of hair straighteners, skin
bleaches... in the desperate but futile atampt
coi
close to
the white ideal. (It is) evident also in the caste of color that
still infects the Negro Community
(It is) expressed in apathy:
there is no use trying anything, joining anything, doing anything,
because you are just no damned good." (13)
i

Kardiner and Ovesey describe self-hatred whether inwardly or outwardly
directed, as "a slow but cumulative, fatal psychological poison." (8)

Ellison describes the residual poor in their "desperate search for identity.... Not quite citizens and yet Americans, full of the tensions of modern

men, but rejected as primitives.... rejecting the second class status assigned
then, their whole lives have become a search for answers to questions: Who am I?

What as I?, and Where? Significantly, in Harlem, the reply to the greeting,
"How are you?" is very often, "Oh, man, I'm no where." (24)
Wilhelm and Powell indicate that despite attempts at promoting the Negro's

escape from his conditions, too often the effort is, in effect, an attempt to
take the Negro into "a dark white man."

"The Negro cannot establish his identity

program which provides employment

for

all, and a higher valuation on

people than machines and property will solve the problem of identity for 111-:
11.

residual poor.

Thus, the residual poor are only a symptom of a problem of

total society.

CHART VII - "MONEY" AS A VALUE FOR THE
IMMIGRANT POOR AND THE RESIDUAL POOR

D

E

IMMIGRANT POOR

RESIDUAL POOR

Money was valued by the immigrant poor for:
1. The security it could
buy for periods of future
difficulty.
2. Provision for one's
immediate family needs and
education for the children.
3. Opportunities for going
into business and individual
advancement.
4. Resources to aid one's

relatives overseas or newly
arrived.
The immigrant poor may have,
at first, been "short" of money
and ignorant of American methods
of consumer purchasing, but
they soon learned how to get
their "money's worth."

Money is needed for daily bare
existence. "One buys on time" and
because of ignorance of the market or lack of ready cash, the
"poor pay more." Money is viewed
as an escape from the present,
for getting some extra enjoyment
in a deprived existence. Often
money is used for an extravagance which brings temporary
color and show into a drab
family life, but that whidh is
purchased quickly falls apart
or into disuse.
The residual poor often are
lacking ready cash, ignorant of
the basic principles of consumer
purchasing and are often victimized (26).

CHART VIII - "CREDIT" - USE OF BY
IMMIGRANT POOR AND RESIDUAL POOR
D

IMMIGRANT POOR

RESIDUAL rOOR

Credit was used sparingly, acceptable only in a crisis° usually resorted to only within the extended
family. When one took credit from
a merchant, one paid it back on
time, so that it would be available again.

Credit is necessary because
there never is enough money to
go around for all of the immediate
needs. Tae poor are often not
concerned with keeping a good
credit rating and thus they end
up borrowing at exhorbitant
interest rates from marginal
credit resources.

CHART IX - "TIME" IS A VALUE, TO THE
IMMIGRANT POOR AND THE RESIDUAL PC)R

D
IMMI#TANT POOR

E
RESIDUAL POOR

MU.. 4 mm'

...lapam wig*
Jolted, but his immediate needs
were met first of all. His plans
were for the future, for upward
mobility of his children and himself, and for future aid of his
relatives. The individual set a
calendar and planned and acted accordingly.

Time was less carefully hoarded than
in the "Protestant Ethic" pattern, but
because of pressure for upward mobility, it was carefully and purposefully

The residual poor are present
oriented. Tomorrow cannot be expected to be any better than to:day, so let it take care of itself. Essentially an unplanned
existence with the individual as
object rather than actor.
Time is either plentiful
(when unemployed) and a bore, or
short when working.
Less money means maze difficult
transportation and wry, time spent
going to and from work. etc.
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CHART X - HOUSING- AS A STYLE OF LIFE PATTERN
OF THE IMMIGRANT POOR AND THE RESIDUAL POOR

D

E

IMMIGRANT POOR
The immigrant usual: sought
adequate housing within his needs
but housing expenditures usually
had less priority than education.
Limited means usually made for
less than adequate housing.
When housing was overpriced, the immigrants would
move elsewhere, and the only
restriction usually encountered
in housing was extent of
ability to pay.

RESIDUAL POOR
Inadequate and often overpriced, especially in case of
minority group poor. Often poor
are victimized in housing rental
(seldom a purchase). Housing is
often used as a "temporary camp"
and resentment against "victimizing landlord" and his authority
is repaid with harsh use (or misuse) of his property.
Housing rents and costs are
artificially high for the residual poor because of de facto
restrictive covenants, unwillingness of many landlords to accept
welfare rentals, etc. This creates
a double standard in American
housing, with unkept and badly
maintained housing at high prices
for some and not for others. This
is a pragmatic item which fits
into any attitudes of paranoia
held by the residual poor against
the society.

CHART XI - CLOTHING - AS A STYLE OF LIFE PATTERN
OF THE IMMIGRANT POOR AND THE RESIDUAL POOR

D
IMMIGRANT POOR
The immigrant sought adequate
clothing for self and family,
but often couli.only afford less
than adequate clothing. Thus,
the "special suit or dress"
was saved for occasions.
Clothing was usually functional,
not ostentatious.

E
RESIDUAL POOR
Clothing of the residual
poor is often inadequate. Because
most men's and women's daily
clothing, both poor and non-poor,
often look alike, the poor may
"blend" into the mass. Often
the poor will buy something
"garnish" to bring extra color
into their lives.

CHART XII - EDUCATION AS A VALUE FOR THE
IMMIGRANT POOR AND THE RESIDUAL POOR

D

E

IMMIGRANT POOR
The immigrant often valued
education for its upward mobility utility as well as for
the sake of learning.

RESIDUAL POOR
Education is not highly valued
by many, of the residual poor.
There is often a suspicion by
the poor that folleetldn le
"dead-end" and an are of society's authority over their children
and themselves which they resent.
School keeps their children from
going to work and from
1ping to
support the family. Children are
expected to earn money to help
support the family as soon as
the7 can.

It should be pointed out that principals and teachers are usually not antipoor, anti - Negro. ant!-Americas-Indian. etc.. but that

with dey_axm

W
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achievers.

Because the parents of the immigrant poor sought educational achie

ment for their children, the teachers of immigrant children maintained
a sense
of hep°F"17.10qq. 'For the Prh'Pvgaman+,

came true.

the "sclf-fulfilliag pi.opheay, (27)

Mainly, immigrant children were already literate in one langauge,

which not only made learning conceptualizations more possible but gave the
child a sense of learning :security which aided him in absorbing
what the school
offered.

It should be emphasized that the immigrant chill wis either already

middle class or sought to )ecome riddle-class or was so encouraged by his
parents.

This is not true with the residual poor in most cases.

The resulting confmntaticn is obvious in the light of the condition
described by KncwIton:

"The philosophy of tte state and local school systems is imbued with
the traditional middle class Anglo-American value that all minority
and immigrant groups should be required to abandon their native
languages itnd cultures, give up their group identity, and become
absorbed as individuals into the dominant group, usually on a lower
class ].even:..
If any group resists full acculturation it is regarded
as somewhat uncivilined, un-American, and potentially embversave. Tbminft
is a complete unwill-mgness to accept the idea that a native born American who happens to mint to speak Spanish, German, or Polish and to
retain maw of the values of his native culture might well be a loyal
American. As a result!, the full force of the education system has boon
directed toward the eradication of both the Spanish language and the
Spaniel-American or !exican- Arirican cultures." (28)

Kardinsr and Ovesey state that for the Negro impoverished child:
"School becomes a meaningless and unrewarding bore. Negro Children
understantlably fail to see the relevance of education to their
opportunities in life; many a"e obliged to work half or full time;
the eel:petition of street life with the school is too great and
the sixeet, with its initation of the struggle for existence, with
its sexual opportunities, and those for adventure, generally wins." (8)

The process which results all too often in school failures proceeds as
follows:

The deprived child enters school with limited vocabulary, limited self-

concept, limited world experience, etc., so that he's about two years behind
the child of the middle family in terms of readiness to learn what the school
hat to offer.

"Social promotion" for such children begins in fteet grade. Vho

emulative academic

deficit makes learning of the grade plawament materials

beyond him, and in turn, aims^. his teacher to have to decide whether she or
the student has failed. If she feels that it is hopeless, she "cringes" at
repeated attaaks on the dhild's se7i_f-esteem by giving him failing grades, so

she continues the vicials cycle of "social promotion," until the day when the
child i. legally permitted to drop from school into "limbo".

It is this
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understandalae why teachers seek transfer to middle-class schools where such
decisions and struggles with conscience are avoidable.
This was not the condition with the immigrant poor, who have shown a
remarkable educational record, according to the studies made. (5)

CHART XIII - MORAL INTEGRITY IN RELATION TO THE
IMMIGRANT POOR AND RESIDUAL POOR
D

E

MIGRANT POOR

RESIDUAL POOR

Moral integrity was usually
internallacd in the immigrant.
A man of considerable selfesteem (aim the immigrar
eras )
could not afford possi )44 loss
of respect from others because
of lack of moral integrity. Nor
could he face himself in such
circumstarces.

A fluctuating matter. Truth
and honesty, etc. depend on the
relationship with others involved in the particular instance.
Emotional identification with
others and verifiability have
much to do with the condition.
An impaired concept of self
makes moral integrity a real
problem, for the residual poor,
especially in view of the hopelessness of seeking goals through
"legitimate" means, and also in
view of the continuing needs.(2)

CHART XIV - LIVE GOALS IN RELATION TO
IMMIGRANT POOR AND RESIDUAL POOR

D
IN :GRANT POOR

RESIDUAL POOR

The ii

igrant sought security
and ecemaxeic mobility for himself and his family. Thus, he
sought self-dependence. Saving
was not religiously involved.*
It was purely a rational act
toward the immigrant's life
goals.
*As vas the case of the
Protestont Ethic.

To get by for the moment. To
enjoy a momentary satisfaction,
within an atmosphere of hopelessness and helplessness which prevent goal orientation. To be an
actor for the moment instead of
always being acted upon.

CHART XV - GENERAL LIFE STYLE OF THE
/MIGRANT POOR AND RESIDUAL POOR

D

E

IMMIGRANT POOP

RESIDUAL POOR

Hari work, careful living
to save money and prevent difficulties, "Violence is a teldom
thing" among immigrants, and most
differences were resolved by die-mission (many minorities set up
specis3 internal arbitration
structtres for the purnose of resolviscconflict). Limited geographical mobility was apparent once
the immigrant "got settled."
Uemualyhad more children
than
the "Protestant Ethic"
pattern n.

Before those in authority, the
residual poor often play the role
expected of them. A simulation
for the occasion. Often one works
hilly i3 umAs ao W m_-_4*
web- I'6quires, and the "boss" usually
*Incites carefully. There is very
little leisure time for the
employed women of the residual
poor, nor doss the unemployed man
of the residual poor have much
interest in political action. Thus
the poor often resort to avoidance
or violence for resolution of
frustration or conflicts. The
residual poor are of
locally
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ahead of the landlord and installment bill collectors. Thus, they
go frum inadequate houoing ZO
inadequate housing, often leavin7,
their inadequate furnishings
behind.
CHART XVI - GENERAL SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL
DYNAMICS
OF THE IMMIGRANT POOR AND THE RESIDUAL
POOR
D

E
Ilia GRANT POOR

RESIDUAL POOR
A self-reliant grow. In the
new world, without awrone to
help except for a few relatives
=Id countrymen, the immigrant
had to work hard and stay out
of trouble if he and AS family
wcze to survive and progress.
In an expanding economy, there
was need for his "hands" and
there was hopefulness for the
future.

The immigrant poor were
relatively temperate in their
emotional expression, because
they had other means of communication, and becatse they
could look ahead to moving "up
and out."

Usually has more children but
with a number of mates. A group
alientated from and suspicious
of the greater society. A group
made up of people whose impaired
self-esteem often prevents
learning and upward mobility,
and whose.continued treatment by
society reinforces their immobility.

There is an ineffective transmission of more,than a minimal:
spectrum of socialization from
parent to child.
The residual poor are often
beset with emotional upset which
is a main form of the vicious
cycle of impoverishment (30).
The Inability to "move up"
and to communicate the sense of
hopelessness and powerlessness
often leads to self-defeating
dynamics.

Kardiner and Oveavy (8) state that
"The psychological effects of the slave
status an the individual(included)
(1) Degradation of sef-crteem
(2) Destruction of cultural
forum and forced adoption of foreign
culture traits.
(3) Destruction of the family
unit, with particular disparagement
of the sale.
(4) Relative enhancement of the female status,
thus making her the
central figure in the culture, by virtue of her
value to the,
white sale for sexual ends and mammy to the
white children.
(5) The destruction of social cohesion
among Negroes by the inability
to have their own culture.
(6) The idealization of the
white master; but with this ideal was
incorporeted an object which was at
once revered and hated. These
became ircompatible constituents of the Negro
personality.
They add that:
"What to do aboui the Negro was subject
to violent oscillations and was
the pawn in conf:icts that had deep economic
roots." (8)
(Thus the Negro was never secure
- always in fear of a shift).

"Another compensatory feature of slavery
was the vicarious participation
in the culture through identification with the
master.

The slave could get some

-

prestige by belonging -to a wealthy or influential
household." (8)
(Usually these sore mulattoes, and thus the
seeds of self-hatred, the hatred
of that which mile one lama than ',A.m.

"There was an absence of strong pressure (in slavery) on the indivuidual
to achieve status, a feature t'iat 11
culture.

, 1-nienos in the white ran's

When status is frozen, one cannot successfully direct one's aspirations

towards goals that are beyond the possibility of attainment.
can be achieved by ceasing to struggle for it."

(8)

Some inner peace

(This explains much of

the motivation of "non-striving").
It is thus obvious that the residual poor is alienated
from his world
because it is a world he never made or chose to live in.

(This is very different

from immigrant poor who chose the new world).
Scott states that:

"From a sociological point of view. . .the sources of alienation are to
be found in the lack of
a) ossmittment to values
b) conformity to values
c) responsibility in roles
d) control of facilities
The psychological states of alienation. . .powerlessness, meaninglessness,
isolation, normlessness, and self-estrangement" (31).

Obviously the residual poor meet all these conditions and thus are motivated
to patterns which are self-perpetuating and defeating.
Kardiner and Ovesey, for example, state that under slavery:

"There was no Nssibility for emotional interchange (between master and
slave). If a slave was sick, he would be treated like a sick horse, to
restore his utility. The rage or protest of the slave could be ignored
or treated with violence. The only really effective form of protest
was flight." (8)
The flight of the Negro father from family responsibility after
unemploy-

ment and failure is a continuation of

t!

"flight from pre:leis" pattc:n.

Often Latin-American poor will agree to a time and date for
an appointment

knowing full well that they cannot come.

Puerto-Rican poor are reported to say

"yes" to authorities if they know a "yes" is desired by the authority, because
a "no" would require a complicated explanation.

Kardiner and Ovesey state that

"free emotional interaction between slaves

was seriously *Arad." No culture can arise under such conditions (8).
Obviously, where the immigrant poor had a culture which they could use as
a "home base" the residual poor either never had a culture which couldbe.used
for emotional security, or their culture was so evaded after years of poverty

and welfare as to be no longer effective.

The low tolerance for frustration found in the residual poor is still
another effect of the total dynamics of chronic poverty.

Perhaps a key to the entire problem can be ftlund in the "actor- acted upon"
concepts as described by Roach (32), Howe (33), Harrington (34), Scott (31),
and others.
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Roach, for example, presents a dynamic system based on. Parsons which could

well be used both in understanding the dynamics of the pour and In understanding
the motivation of social word's relations with the poverty group.

This is

based on the Parson/an "Actor-Acted Upon" concepts which defines the actor
(the autonomous person) as one who has a complex inner life, is future oriented,
and can evaluate, choose and plan.

He states that an actor must have the

following properties:
1.

2.

The Actor has internalized the common value standards of society
(The residual poor have not; the immigrant poor had).
The actor has a stable set of motives.
not; the immigrant poor had).

(The residual poor perhaps

3.

The actor has an elaborate repertory of roles. (The residual poor
are culturally deprived and do not; the immigrant poor had many roles).

4.

The actor has sophisticated role skills. (The residual poor has few
such skills; the immigrant poor had such skills).

5.

6.

The actor has a developed self-system. (The definition of the culturally
deprived poor carries with it implications of a deprived or impaired
ego system; the immigrant poor knew who he was--quite definitely).
The actor is capable of complex mental functioning. (The residual
poor have trouble handling conceptual thinking; the immigrant poor
had the ability soon after, if not, on arrival.)

"By action is meant any behavior to which the individual attaches a meaning.
Behavior can be meaningful only if governed by rules, that is, shared understandings."
Thus, it is clear that the immigrant poor was an actor in his life space,

and the residual poor is"acted on." Only with a restructuring of the conceptualisations and the related opportunities (of employment, advancement, etc.)
can the residual poor become actors, and in the process become productive.

-
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